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welcome to digital visitor – your 
complete video marketing solution

Whether you need a one-off promotional video or a 
comprehensive video marketing campaign, when it comes to 
getting your message across quickly and effectively, there’s 
no doubt that video is streets ahead of traditional marketing 
methods. Why read a brochure cover to cover when you can 
absorb twice as much information in a fraction of the time by 
watching a promotional video?

Video really comes into its own when promoting something that needs to 
be seen or experienced to be appreciated. Which is perhaps why many of 
our clients are tourist attractions or destinations such as...VisitBritain, Alton 
Towers, The London Science Museum, and the National Trust.

Each of our clients came to us because they needed a bit more than your 
average marketing campaign – they needed to show their customers what 
they were missing. 
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Little wonder then that this highly effective 
method of marketing is taking the leisure 
and tourism industry by storm and we’re 
very pleased to be right at the forefront of 
this technology.   

Visitor Review is the ground breaking 
marketing opportunity the leisure and 
tourism industry has been waiting for. It 
allows your visitors to rate your leisure or 
tourist attraction by posting their reviews 
photos and videos on an online platform.
This platform is a unique white-labelled 
product that can be branded and 
integrated as part of your own website. 

VisitBritain
VisitBritain has appointed Digital Visitor 
as its preferred provider of promotional 
video and social media. Their Visitor 
Review platform went live in February 09 
and will showcase the best of Britain’s 
destinations and attractions to the world. 

The videos, which include a range 
of VisitBritain’s, destination and city 
guides, Britain’s Best Breaks and videos 
from regional tourist boards and visitor 
attractions, will be exposed to over  
one million visitors every month and 
provide a whole new dimension of 
information to the UK’s visitors.

User Generated Content (UGC) enables you to see your business 
through the eyes of your customer. It provides you with a wealth of 
information that can be used to improve your business strategy and 
make your marketing campaigns much more successful; utilises 
valuable material published by customers and online visitors and 
maximises browse time and the number of repeat visits to your website. 

social media and user generated contentUGC is proving to be a very powerful conversion 
tool, particularly when consumers are looking for 
reassurance to shift from the researching stage  
to the purchasing stage of the buying cycle.” 
Simon Carkeek, Eyefortravel.com, December 2008

Above: your Visitor Review portal can be branded 

to perfectly match your corporate website.
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so now we’ve made it affordable, 
why should you choose video?
Video is simply more attention 
grabbing than brochures, flyers or 
even podcasts. It enables you to get 
MUCH more information across to your 
potential customers - and the more 
information you can give people, the 
longer they’ll browse and the more 
likely they are to visit.

tailor made for each of our clients 
Each of the videos we produce is 
unique - tailor made to suit any client 
and any budget. Whether you need 
simple motion graphics, a voiceover 
or specialist camera equipment, we’ll 
be able to find you a solution to fit 
your particular needs. If you’re not 
sure exactly what it is you need, one of 
our production team will be happy to 
discuss the possibilities with you.

broadcast quality as standard
Ensuring our clients get the best value 
for money possible is our top priority, 
so we make  sure your video can be 
used in as many different ways as 
possible by filming it in broadcast 
quality as standard.  All our productions 
can be used as TV ads, shown online 
or can be displayed on large plasma 
screens at exhibitions.

video production services

Video is the single most effective way to market a leisure venue, and its related products and services. 
Historically though, video marketing has been very much inhibited by price.
Thanks to the a fantastic global network of production professionals we’ve been cultivating for the last 
few years, we’ve been able to practically eradicate our travel costs – meaning that we can pass on this 
significant saving to our clients, drastically reducing the cost of video production.
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on your website
Posting your video on your website not 
only means that online visitors will be 
able to access your video anywhere in 
the world, it will increase the amount 
of time they spend browsing, raise the 
amount of enquiries  you receive and 
therefore potentially more bookings.  
Give your online visitors something 
exciting and attractive to look at. Bring 
what you’ve got to offer to life on your 
website. You could even post your 
video on a 3rd party’s website to help 
increase exposure.

iPod & MP4 downloads
Thanks to the unrelenting progress 
of technology, there’s a whole host 
of gadgets to be exploited for the 
purposes of marketing. From the 
humble mobile phone to MP4 players 
and iPods. By providing downloads as 
well as a video link, your customers can 
download a video straight to their PC 
or iPod.

email your video
Video hosting allows your videos to be 
easily transferable – like a weblink so 
that they can be added to websites, 
email signatures, integrated into web 
campaigns and linked to partner 
websites.

online marketing & distribution
Having a great promotional video is a start but it’s just as important if not more so to get your  
video seen by as many of a right people as possible. To do this, we recommend that you use a  
variety of different cost-effective distribution methods, proven to have a greater impact than  
traditional methods of marketing.
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high quality viewing
Once your video is ready to go, you’ll 
want to distribute it to your potential 
customers as effectively as possible, 
ensuring it plays quickly and smoothly. 
Online hosting guarantees high quality 
viewing for your clients

stats and reports
The really useful thing about hosting 
your video on a server is that it gives 
you access to a valuable source of 
management information that you 
can use to make your marketing 
campaigns much more targeted and 
specific. Video hosting enables you to 
see exactly who’s been looking at your 
video, how many times, when and from 
where. We can provide you with easy-
to-read monthly reports detailing all this 
information which you can then use to 
your advantage.
 

Although we can give your customers the option to download a video, by hosting it on a server, viewers 
won’t have to wait for it to download and you won’t risk clogging up anybody’s inbox by sending them  
a file. All they’ll need to do is click on a link in an email and the video will appear. 

video hosting
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